WeatherSentry® Sports
& Recreation Edition

Severe weather is nothing to
play with.
Whether attending a professional event or a local rec league,
nothing beats the excitement of gameday. The athletes are
ready. The crowd is excited. It’s an atmosphere that can’t be
matched. But severe weather can turn the atmosphere from
exciting to dangerous in a flash. And at a moment’s notice you
have to make a decision: do we play or not?
Now with WeatherSentry Sports & Recreation Edition you can
stay a step ahead of Mother Nature and get clear, concise data
with actionable insights. Now you can see real-time weather
information, including accurate forecasts, precision lightning,
wet bulb globe forecasts, storm corridor information, and so
much more. Our patented alerts for over 50 different weather
warnings are sent right to your phone. Making it easier than ever
to make faster, more informed decisions and keep your athletes
and spectators safe and out of harm’s way.

Make proactive decisions
before lightning, severe
weather or extreme heat
hits with daily and hourly
forecasts specific to your
precise location.
Keep your athletes
and crowds safe with
ample warning as bad
weather approaches.
Save time and money
through more effective
play or delay decisions.

WeatherSentry Sports
& Recreation Edition
The information you need,
right when you need it: now.
Lightning. Severe weather. Dangerously high
temperatures. These things can all threaten
the health of your athletes and fans. But with
DTN’s industry leading forecasts, you can
better anticipate what’s coming your way
so you can act accordingly. And with daily
forecasts 15 days out and hourly forecasts
for the immediate 72 hours — tailored to your
specific location — you know you’re working
with the most current information available.
So you can always rest assured you’re making
the best possible decisions for the people in
your community.

How it works

• Patented alerting technology keeps you
abreast of potentially hazardous situations.
• Use OnDemand or OnWatch or OnSite
to consult with one of our experienced
meteorologists and have your questions
answered in minutes.

The features that help keep your teams
and fans safe
• A single dashboard and multiple layers for
comprehensive weather intelligence.
• Patented, location-specific alerts that can be
customized over 50 parameters and ranked
in order of importance to you.
• Patented PrecipTimer® tells you when rain will
start and how long it’s expected to last.

• The system provides daily forecasts for
15 days and hourly forecasts for the
immediate 72 hours for your specific site.

The DTN advantage

• Forecasts are updated hourly, ensuring you
have the most up-to-date information.

• We are a member of Weather Ready Nation.

• Information is displayed in a fully
customizable view that lets you track
radar, storm corridors, wind, and lightning,
including what time they’ll be passing
through your site.

• We have been independently ranked the most
accurate weather forecast 10 years in a row.
• We offer an industry leading decision support
system, including patented alerting.

“I could see the actual lightning flashes, and immediately the
monitor lit up, indicating where the strike hit. It was instantaneous,
and, therefore, very reassuring.”

University of Notre Dame
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